Analysis of Density Functional Tight Binding with Natural Bonding Orbitals.
The description of chemical bonding by the density functional tight binding (DFTB) model is analyzed using natural bonding orbitals (NBOs) and compared to results from density functional theory (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ) calculations. Several molecular systems have been chosen to represent fairly diverse bonding scenarios that include standard covalent bonds, hypervalent interactions, multicenter bonds, metal-ligand interactions (with and without the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect), and through-space donor-acceptor interactions. Overall, the results suggest that DFTB3/3OB provides physically sound descriptions for the different bonding scenarios analyzed here, as reflected by the general agreement between DFTB3 and B3LYP NBO properties, such as the nature of the NBOs, the magnitudes of natural charges and bond orders, and the dominant donor-acceptor interactions. The degree of ligand-to-metal charge transfer and the ionic nature of pentavalent phosphate are overestimated, likely reflecting the minimal-basis nature of DFTB3/3OB. Moreover, certain orbital interactions, such as geminal interactions, are observed to be grossly overestimated by DFTB3 for hypervalent phosphate and several transition metal compounds that involve copper and nickel. The study indicates that results from NBO analysis can be instructive for identifying electronic structure descriptions at the approximate quantum-mechanical level that require improvement and thus for guiding the systematic improvement of these methods.